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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: The error rate in the total testing process (TTP) of point-of-care (POC) glucose mea-
surement remains high although a total quality management system has been applied. Quality
indicators (QIs) in the TTP of glucose meter were established via risk assessment. Their two-year
Six Sigma values were reviewed for quality improvement.
Design: The TTP of POC glucose measurement was mapped to identify risks in key steps. The risks
were assessed for their frequency and severity of impact on patient safety. Whenever possible,
measurable data from the data management system and other sources was collected to establish
QIs for risk monitoring. Average Six Sigma value of each QI in the last two years was calculated for
acceptance and for determining corrective action.
Results: 29 risks were identified in eight key steps of the TTP. Eight QIs were established for
monitoring six risks and three QIs for two accepted risks were established for improving operator
testing skill. The QIs had a good coverage to key steps. Two, five and four QIs showed Six Sigma
values <3, 3-4 and >4 respectively. Six Sigma values of two QIs related to quality control (QC)
testing were improved by using meters with accurate QC sample loading.
Conclusions: The establishment of QIs for glucose measurement by risk assessment with measur-
able data from the data management system and on Six sigma scale was effective, efficient, and
manageable. Most of QIs’ Six Sigma values were between 3 and 5, which could be improved by
using upgraded meters.
1. Introduction

Glucose meters have been used widely as Point-of-Care Testing (POCT) for monitoring patient blood glucose concentration due to
many advantages such as small sample volume, quick turnaround time, and convenience. To ensure the quality of glucose testing, a total
quality management system is required for appropriately implementing, managing, and monitoring the measurement. However, the
occurrence of analytical and extra analytical errors in the TTP still remains high that certainly affects the quality of results on glucose
meters [1-4].

In order to prevent and reduce the errors in testing process, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14971:2019
specifies a process of risk management for manufacturers to identify the risks associated with medical devices in the entire life cycle,
including in vitro diagnostic (IVD) medical devices, to estimate and evaluate the risks, to control the risks, and to monitor the
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effectiveness of the controls [5]. The local accreditation requirements for risk management are also increased with the Institute for
Quality Management of Healthcare (IQMH) [6]. In risk management, risk assessment is firstly conducted to identify the risks in
vulnerable steps of the TTP and to determine the hierarchy of risks that need to be corrected according to their impact on patient safety.
Then corrective actions such as procedure change, training or education, and effectiveness monitoring using quality indicators (QIs) are
built in specific to the risks. The risk management principles should be applied to identify the risks in the TTP of POCT for quality
improvement as well [1,2,4].

Different QIs have been developed to monitor the errors in critical processes of laboratory testing based on particular characteristics
of organization such as health care contexts, laboratory’s services, patient population, and staff training [7].The Working Group
“Laboratory Errors and Patient Safety” (WG-LEPS) of the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and LaboratoryMedicine (IFCC)
recommended the harmonization of QIs in laboratory medicine. The Working Group currently is focused on the implementation of an
efficient tool for obtaining meaningful data on the errors occurring throughout the TTP and for establishing reliable information about
error frequencies and distribution [7-9]. There are a variety of methods in data collection for QI monitoring such as audits, manual
recording processes, incident reporting mechanisms, and reports from the laboratory information system (LIS). The use of LIS or
middleware is recommended as it provides the easiest and most standardized mechanism of data capture [10].

The poor outcomes in the process can be measured as defects per million and expressed on the Six Sigma scale (0-6). The Six Sigma
was initially developed in industry to evaluate the quality of products. It measures the degree of deviation from the goal in any process.
Six Sigma scale 4, regardless their complexity, means the average quality. Six Sigma scale 6 represents “world class quality” and contains
3.4 defects in a million events [11]. Therefore, Six Sigma scale has been recognized as a useful tool in quality management systems for
determining the quality and continuous process improvement. In laboratory medicine, Six Sigma scale is frequently applied as a
benchmark for evaluating the performance of pre-analytical, analytical, and post-analytical processes in Core Laboratory testing
[11-13]. Usually, the QIs are presented as the percentage of defects. The percentages sometimes seem low because of a small number of
defects occurring in a large number of total events. This may mislead as unimportant if the acceptance criteria are not clearly defined.
When QIs are presented on Six Sigma scale, they are straightforward for acceptance and directly correlated to the quality level and
customer satisfaction [11]. The QIs with poor Six Sigma values need corrective action for improvement.

Currently the experience of establishing QIs for the testing process of POCT is not as much as Core Laboratory testing. There are very
limited studies that can be used for the generation and harmonization of QIs for POC glucose meters. Most of the QIs for POCT were
established by a brainstorming approach, using inadequate data and without clearly defined standards. In this study, we applied the
approach of risk assessment to identify the risks and to determine their frequency and impact on patient safety in the TTP of POC glucose
measurement that was specific to the meters implemented in our POCT Program. The QIs were generated by using measurable data from
the data management system or other sources for monitoring the rate of risks and the effectiveness of mitigation actions. The Six Sigma
values of these QIs in the last two years were reviewed retrospectively, and were used to evaluate the performance of QIs in the risk
control and to identify the priority risks to be focused on immediately.

2. Method and design

2.1. POC glucose meters

A total of 158 hospital glucose meters (Nova StatStrip, Nova Biomedical, Walthum MA. USA) with electrochemistry method were
implemented in Kingston Health Sciences Centre (KHSC) under the quality management of the POCT Program. It is a new generation
glucose meter with advanced measurement using a very small amount (1.2 μl) of whole blood sample and with a quick reaction time (6
seconds). It is also designed with multiple management functions for better error prevention and regulatory compliance, such as QC
lockout, operator lockout, and barcode scanning for identification and reagent lot. In addition, the meter displays error messages in the
testing process to indicate inadequate sample volume, removal of strip inappropriately, and impaired strip with automatic test
cancelation. It displays an alert on the meter to extreme temperature and if the data transfer is incomplete.

2.2. Data management system and data collection

All glucose meters were connected to the data management system (Telcor QML, Telcor Inc. Lincoln NE. USA) for data recording,
transferring, and result reporting in a bidirectional manner. The results of patient and QC samples, and other information relating to
patient, patient sample, operator, reagent, and meter are transferred from the meters to Telcor QML when the meters are docked. This
links the information of patient, operator, reagent, and meter function status to each testing result for overall reviewing and monitoring
by the POCT Program. The features of Telcor QML related to this study include automatically monitoring devices and interfaces, sending
alerts, managing configuration, results and interface exceptions, automated operator and patient lists to devices, operator certification
tracking and documentation, unlimited data mining, patient and QC results management, and reporting for statistics and metrics.

2.3. Risk assessment

Risk assessment principles and strategies described in CLSI guidelines EP23-A were applied in this study [14]. The process mapping
from test ordering to result interpretation and reaction was performed by a group of POCT experts including the Senior Technologist,
Manager, and Clinical Biochemist of the POCT Program. The risks were identified following regulatory and accreditation requirements
(IQMH), measurement system information from the manufacturer (Nova Biomedical), clinical significance of glucose meter, hospital
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policies and procedure of POC glucose measurements, publications, and previous issues that occurred in our quality assurance and
troubleshooting. The frequency (frequent, probable, occasional, remote and improbable) of risks, the severity of their impact (negligible,
minor, serious, critical and catastrophic) on patient safety, and risk acceptance were determined following the guidelines [5,14].

2.4. Measurements of QIs

After the risks were identified and assessed, QIs were established following the frequency, severity of impact of risks, and the
availability of measurable data as Table 1. If neither QI nor internal audit was able to be established, the risk monitoring was not
available.

2.5. Performance of QIs

The QI’s performance was calculated as percent of defect and also on DPMO (defects per million opportunities) derived Six Sigma
scale (minimal 0) by Westgard calculator [15] using the measurable data from the last two years (October 2017 to September 2019). If
the defect number was 0, Six Sigma value was expressed as >6. In this study, according to the Six Sigma principle, QI performance was
good and acceptable if Six Sigma value was>4. QI performance should be improved if Six Sigma value was 3-4, corrective action should
be taken immediately if Six Sigma value was <3.

2.6. Statistical analysis

Data was sorted, calculated, and analyzed in the Excel software (Microsoft, 2010).

3. Results

3.1. TTP of POC glucose measurement

Fig. 1 describes the TTP of POC glucose measurement, which started from test ordering to result interpretation and reaction. After a
POC glucose test was ordered by the physician, the certified operator checked patient identifications, scanned the barcode containing
identifications or entered the identifications manually into the meter. Following the standard procedure, the operator collected the
appropriate type of sample and loaded adequate volume of the sample to a test strip for testing. The glucose meters were validated
before the implementation and their analytical performance was monitored by internal quality control, meter to Core Laboratory
analyzer comparison and external proficiency testing. The meters required quality control testing to be performed every 24 hours of use
and could only be used for patient testing when the quality control results passed the acceptance criteria. The testing strips and quality
control materials were stored as per the manufacturer’s instruction. In the results verification, any critical results had to be repeated on
the glucose meter and confirmed by Core Laboratory glucose assay according to our POCT policies. The glucose meters should be placed
on the docks as soon as the testing was completed, so the results could be transferred to the data management system and patient
electronic records simultaneously by interface. The ordering physicians should interpret the results in a timely manner and consider the
factors that might affect the measurement. In addition, the discard of used strips and the disinfection of meters should follow on the
standard procedure. Based on the characteristics of the glucose meters and the described TTP, eight key steps were categorized in the
TTP including test ordering, patient identification, sample collection, sample testing, result verification, result interpretation and re-
action, and result transferred to patient record. Unlike Core Laboratory testing, the result interpretation to the glucose measured on
meters occurred right after result verification, before the glucose meters were re-docked, and before the results were transferred to
patient health records since the glucose meters were used at patient bedside. The operators were involved in many steps including
patient identification, sample collection, sample testing, results verification, and result transfer. All of these were included in operator’s
training and competence listed in the pre-analytical phase.

3.2. Identification, assessment of risks, and generation of QIs

A total of 29 risks were identified by the risk assessment in all steps in the process mapping, each step containing 1-8 various risks.
Table 1
Establishment of QIs by the frequency of risk, severity of impact on patient safety and availability of measurable data.

Frequency of risk or severity of impact on
patient safety

Availability of measurable
dataa

QI establishment

Improbable or negligible Not available Risk was accepted, no QI needed for monitoring
Improbable or negligible Available Risk was accepted, QI established for improving operator’s testing skill
>Improbable or > negligible Not available Risk was not accepted, internal audit established for risk monitoring if possible (not

included in this study)
>Improbable or > negligible Available Risk was not accepted, QI established for risk monitoring

a Measurable data was available from glucose meter data management system or other sources (e.g. laboratory information system, documents
maintained in the POCT Program).
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Fig. 1. Total testing process of POC glucose measurement.
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The risk frequency, severity of impact on patient safety and the rationale were listed in supplemental Table 1. Nine risks with negligible
impact on patient safety or with very low frequency were accepted and did not need regular monitoring. Six risks occurring in the
process of sample collection, meter operation, and inventory control needed to be monitored, but there was no measurable data for
statistical analysis. Internal audits were set up for monitoring this type of risks. Eight QIs were able to be established to regularly monitor
six risks on patient identification, test analytical performance, results verification, and data transfer (Table 2). Two risks in the sample/
QC testing step were accepted due to the negligible impact on patient safety, so no regular risk monitoring was required. However, since
the measurable data for “testing procedure with error messages” and “QC failure” was available in the data management system, three
QIs to these risks were able to be generated for improving operator’s testing skill (Table 2). There were six risks with no availability to be
monitored by QIs or internal audits at the moment. They were mostly related to test ordering, questioned result verification, and result
interpretation.

The metric calculated for QIs was included in Table 2 as well. The measurable data for eight QIs was extracted from the data
management system by the Senior POCT Technologist, while for one QI it needed the data from LIS by the assistance of Laboratory IT
Specialist. The data of indicators monitoring external proficiency testing and meter to Core Laboratory analyzer comparison was
maintained by the POCT Program.
3.3. The performance of QIs in a two-year review

158 POCT glucose meters were implemented in 43 clinical units in the hospital to offer blood glucose monitoring for patient care.
About 1500 operators were trained with demonstrated competency of using the glucose meters. During last 24 months (October 2017 to
Table 2
Eleven QIs generated from risk assessment in the TTP of POC glucose measurement.

QIs for monitoring risk Measurements (%)

Incorrect patient identification number Pending results with incorrect patient identification number/total number of patient testing
Numeric patient identification for triage used in

unauthorized unitsa
Pending results with numeric patient identification for triage from unauthorized units/total number of
patient testing

Meter analytical performance failure
(1)Meter with total imprecision >10% Number of meter with imprecision >10%/total number of meter
(2)EQA failure Number of EQA failure/total number of proficiency testing
(3)Meter to Core Lab analyzer comparison failure Number of testing with bias out of laboratory standards/total number of testing in comparison
Critical result not repeated on the meterb Number of critical results not repeated on the same or different meter within a five-minute interval/total

number of critical results
Critical result not confirmed by Core Laboratory testingb Number of critical results not confirmed by Core Laboratory testing within a 30-minute interval/total

number of critical results
Data transfer delayed due to undocking >4h Number of test with undock time more than 4 hours/total number of patient testing
QIs for improving operator’s testing skill Measurements (%)
QC testing failure or procedure with error messages
(1)QC testing procedure with error messages Number of QC testing flagged with a procedure error message/total number of QC testing
(2)QC failure Number of QC outliers/total number of QC testing
Patient testing procedure with error messages Number of patient testing flagged with a procedure error message/total number of patient testing

a The numeric number designed by the POCT Program for patients in emergency department before registration and without hospital identification
number should be only used in authorized units.

b All critical values (<2.5 mmol/L or>25 mmol/L) from a glucose meter must be repeated on the meter. If it is the first one of the day for a patient, it
must be confirmed by Core Laboratory chemistry analyzer with the venous blood sample.
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September 2019), the test volume was in the range of 15329 -18910/month with average 16808/month. In May 2019, the meters were
replaced by upgraded meters from the same manufacturer with improved operational function, but the same analytical principle (the
same strip). The strip port on the meters was changed from the top of the meters to the bottom. When a small drop of QC sample was
applied to the end of strip, the extra QC sample (the reaction only requires 1.2 μl samples) would not flow into the meter from the strip
port by the force of gravity to affect the testing. Therefore, the upgraded meters had more accurate amount of QC sample loaded on the
strips to reduce QC failure and QC variation.

Table 3 showed the monthly or yearly performance of 11 QIs including the range and average of defect percentages, average Six
Sigma values, and the possible causes of risks in the last two years. There were 2, 5 and 4 QIs showed average Six Sigma value <3, 3-4
and >4. A small number of samples were tested with incorrect patient identification number or unauthorized numerical patient
identification, showing good Six Sigma value of QIs (>4). The Six Sigma values of QIs to “testing procedure with error messages” for QC
material and patient samples was 3.62 and 3.16 respectively. When the meters designed with accurate QC sample loading were used, the
Six Sigma value of QI to “QC testing procedure with error messages”was improved from 3.62 to 4.08 (data in four months) (Fig. 2). After
the wrong level of QC material was excluded, QC failure was consistently within 0.4-1.1% (average Six Sigma value 3.85) when the
manufacturer’s QC limits were used. The QC outliers were mostly due to random errors which were corrected by repeating. The critical
value repeat and confirmation showed consistently poor Six Sigma values (average 0.5 and 0 respectively). An average of 84.03% of
critical glucose results were not repeated on the meter for immediately verification, which did not follow the requirements in the
hospital policy. An average of 95.07% of critical results on glucose meters were not confirmed by Core Laboratory testing. Around 94%
of results were uploaded to the data management system within 10 minutes of the measurement, and 6% of results were uploaded after
four hours because the meters were not re-docked in time. Occasionally, the meters were not put back to docking station after several
days. An average of 5.2% (2.3-10.2%) meters showed total imprecision greater than 10%. When the upgraded meters were used, the Six
Sigma value of QI to “meter with total imprecision>10%”was improved from 3.13 to 3.55 (Fig. 2). As for the accuracy of measurement,
only one of 639 testing in 2019 was out of the accuracy limits (�1 mmol/L or 20%) of the proficiency testing program (average Six
Sigma value 4.66). Also, all 70 pairs of results in meter to Core Laboratory analyzer comparison (available in 2019) were acceptable with
laboratory standards (the same as the proficiency testing program). The monthly performance of the QIs is presented in Fig. 2 (two QIs)
and supplemental Figure 1 (7 QIs).

4. Discussion

The tools of risk management such as Failure Model and Effect Analysis (FMEA) have been used flexibly to identify and assess the
risks or failure modes specific to quality needs, for example in the TTP of Core Laboratory testing, for frequently unsuccessful testing, or
for procedures with a high degree of complexity [16-18]. In this study we mapped the TTP of POC glucose measurement in our POCT
Program and conducted the risk assessment using the tools of FMEA following the process recommended in CLSI guidelines (EP23-A).
Although only 11 QIs were established for monitoring risks and improving operators’ testing skill, they still covered the risks in the key
steps of TTP such as patient identification, testing process, result verification/confirmation, result transfer and analytical performance
monitoring. The quality requirements of POCT are similar to Core Laboratory testing. However, the detailed procedures of POCT and
Core Laboratory testing are not the exact same since POCT is performed outside the laboratory by non-lab professionals and on different
Table 3
The performance of QIs for POC glucose measurement in two years.

QI Defect% Average Six Sigma
value

Possible causes of risk

Range in 24
months

Average

Incorrect patient identification number (monthly) 0.08-0.21 0.13 4.51 Operator non-competence
Numeric patient identification for triage used in

unauthorized units (monthly)
0.02-0.19 0.08 4.66 Operator non-compliance

Meter analytical performance failure
(1)Meter with total imprecision >10% (monthly) 2.3-10.2 5.9 3.13 Operator non-competence, meter operation,

meter analytical performance
(2)EQA failure (yearly) 0-0.16 0.08 4.66 Operator non-competence, meter analytical

performance
(3)Meter to Core Lab analyzer comparison failure

(yearly) (only available in 2019)
0 0 >6 Not applicable, comparison was performed by

POCT technologists
Critical result not repeated on the meter (monthly) 78.3-87.7 84 0.5 Operator non-compliance
Critical result not confirmed by Core Laboratory testing

(monthly)
91.1-99.0 95.1 0 Operator non-compliance

Data transfer delayed due to undocking >4h (monthly)
(18 month data available)

3.0-8.0 4.7 3.17 Operator non-compliance

QC test failure or procedure with error messages
(1)QC testing procedure with error messages (monthly) 1.3-3.1 1.7 3.62 Operator non-competence, meter operation
(2)QC failure (monthly) 0.4-1.1 0.95 3.85 Operator non-competence, meter analytical

performance
Patient testing procedure with error messages

(monthly)
4.2-5.6 4.9 3.15 Operator non-competence, meter operation
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Fig. 2. The improvement of Six Sigma value of two QIs by using upgraded glucose meters.
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types of devices. Test result interpretation and reaction may occur before the results are transferred and recorded for laboratory review.
Users’ competence apparently creates new challenges to the quality of POCT. Operation procedure, technology, QC setting, management
function, analytical performance, and intended use are also varied between manufacturers and types of POCT instruments. In addition,
procedures such as for correct patient identification, critical value verification, and users’ training are usually specific to hospitals and
cannot be simply standardized. Therefore, the frequency, distribution, and impact of risks on patient safety in the TTP of POCT are
different with those in the Core Laboratory, and may be different between the POCT Programs and the devices. Usually, multiple POC
glucose meters are used at different units and by a large number of operators. The data collection on all meters is a challenge. The data
management system for POCT is an effective tool to overcome this challenge and to improve results recording, device management,
operator competency, and quality assurance [19]. The captured data related to testing from the data management system covers all
meters and all operators in the institution. In addition, the comprehensive data was able to be used to generate QIs for different types of
defects. In this study two risks in the sample/QC testing step were accepted with negligible impact on patient safety and no regular risk
monitoring was required. However, since the measurable data related to the risks was available in the data management system, three
QIs to these risks were able to be generated easily. They were perfect examples to be used for improving operator’s general testing skill
and competency.

In this study there were 2, 5 and 4 QIs that showed average Six Sigma value<3, 3-4 and >4 respectively. No standardized Six Sigma
values of QIs for the POC glucose meter were available for reference, and it seems that generally the Six Sigma values of QIs were slightly
lower than Core Laboratory testing. In IFCC External Quality Assurance Program (EQAP), the performance specifications for some QIs of
the key processes of Core Laboratory testing were listed. Most of the Six Sigma values of high performance were greater than 5 (Six
Sigma values were calculated from defect percentages by the author of this study), and Six Sigma values for low performance were
between 4 and 5. The QI of unacceptable performances in EQA-PT schemes showed the lowest performance with high and low per-
formance specifications of Six Sigma value at 3.48 and 3.27 respectively [8]. In this study the analytical performance of glucose meters
including imprecision and accuracy was monitored by three QIs for “meter with total imprecision >10%”, “EQA failure”, and “meter to
Core Laboratory comparison failure”. The Six Sigma value (4.45) of “EQA failure” was at high specification performance according to
IFCC EQAP [8]. The current EQA program uses �20% or 1.0 mmol/L as the acceptance limits of proficiency testing, which may be too
loose for the new generation of glucose meters. In meter to Core Laboratory chemistry analyzer comparison, no meter failed with
laboratory standards that were the same as the EQA limits. If the CLSI recommended targets of �12.5% (glucose �5.6 mmol/L) or
�0.67 mmol/L (<5.6 mmol/L) [20] were used, the EQA failure rate was increased (1.5%) in 2018 with Six Sigma value decreasing to
3.66 but remaining the same (4.45) in 2019.

The QIs for “critical results were not repeated on the meter” and “critical results not confirmed by Core Laboratory testing” showed
poor Sigma performance (0.5 and 0). The latter might be slightly over-estimated since a small amount of second and subsequent critical
values of the day for a patient were not able to be excluded in data analysis. The low rate of confirming critical value was also observed in
the other hospitals [21]. A variety of practices were identified in POCT glucose critical value verification or confirmation. Repeating the
critical glucose results on meters or confirming the results by Core Laboratory chemistry analyzer can help in identifying the errors and
reducing the impact of falsely high or low results on patient care [22]. These procedures were highly dependent on users’ awareness and
behavior, which corresponded to the high error rate in POCT resulting from non-compliance with policy/procedure [1,21-23]. A
separate project has been initiated to identify the patterns of repeating or confirming critical results and to review the analytical per-
formance of glucose meters at low and high critical levels, followed by the education or communication with users and possible policy
changes.

For five QIs with Six Sigma values between 3 and 4, operator’s non-compliance, competence, meter operation, or analytical per-
formance might be the possible causes of the risks. The operator’s non-compliance and non-competency are the major sources of errors
in POC glucose measurement as identified [1,2]. Although the risks were addressed in initial training, competency maintenance, and
education reminders for unit managers and operators, the Six Sigma values of most of QIs in two years were not improved. The new
generation of glucose meter has been designed to have certain management functions or internal checks to prevent the errors that
commonly occur. For example, barcode scanning for entering operators’ and patients’ identifications as well as reagent lot numbers, has
significantly reduced the errors that resulted from non-trained operator, wrong patient identification, and expired reagent [24,25]. Also,
the connectivity of meters to the data management system allows the information of patient, operator, reagent, and meter function
status to be linked to every test result for overall reviewing and monitoring by the POCT Program [19]. These improvements greatly
reduce the errors in the TTP of glucose meters [25,26]. Our data showed that the Six Sigma values of two QIs reflecting the QC testing
procedure and meter imprecision was increased from 3.62 to 4.08 and from 3.13 to 3.55 respectively, when the meters with accurate QC
6
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sample loading were implemented.
There were many challenges in establishing the QIs for the POC glucose measurement. 1) The risk identification and assessment

should be completed by the group, including users and POCT experts who understand the process very well in order to establish the QIs
monitoring the risks specific to the hospital clinical environment. 2) There is no standard way to analyze a large amount of measurable
data and to generate specific reports for targeted QIs in regular review.We usedMicrosoft Excel for sorting and analyzing extracted data,
which made the QI monitoring a manageable task. 3) The data of QI for monitoring critical value confirmation by Core Laboratory
testing needed the assistance of laboratory informatics specialist to extract the data from laboratory reports. The multidisciplinary
cooperation is necessary. 4) A relative high error rate occurs in test ordering, result interpretation, and follow-up [27]. Unfortunately,
currently they are not able to be monitored.

5. Conclusions

This study showed a systematic approach to identify and assess the risks in the TTP of POC glucose measurement and to establish
appropriate QIs. Although the measurable data could not be obtained for every risk, the current data management system still provided
comprehensive and accurate data for a satisfactory coverage to the key steps in TTP. The Six Sigma values facilitated with the deter-
mination of performance of QIs and the improvement of risk control. The approach is demonstrated to be effective, efficient, and
manageable in the quality improvement of POC glucose meters. It may also be a useful approach in harmonizing the QIs for POCT.
Currently, most of QIs’ Six Sigma values in the POC glucose measurement were between 3 and 5 under the quality management system.
However, the risks should be able to be mitigated by upgrading meter functionality, improving operators’ compliance and competence,
and revised policy or procedure.
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